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The present invention relates to a device for automatic injection of a product in a very safe way, especially for self-injection.

In this application, the distal end of a component or of a device is to be understood as meaning the end furthest from the user's hand and the proximal end is to be understood as meaning the end closest to the user's hand. Likewise, in this application, the "distal direction" is to be understood as meaning the direction of injection, and the "proximal direction" is to be understood as meaning the opposite direction to the direction of injection.

Some illnesses necessitate regular injections of drugs or products, for instance on a daily basis. In order to simplify the treatment, some self-injectors have been provided in order to allow the patient to perform the injection on its own.

Of course, since the patient is usually neither a nurse nor an educated person in medical devices, such self-injectors must prove to be very simple to use and also very safe. In particular, the insertion of the needle must be performed at the right depth, the correct dose of product must be injected, that is to say a complete injection must be performed, and the injector must be deactivated after use before it is disposed of. Preferably, the needle should not be exposed, before and after use, in order to prevent any accidental needlestick injury.

Document WO 03/099358 discloses a flat injection device having a flat housing and a flat needle shield.

Document GB 2 414 398 discloses an injection device having a needle shield provided with a circular thread.

The injection devices of the prior art are usually provided with needle shields that are made of rubber or elastomeric material. A drawback of these devices is that the sharp needle, embedded into the rubber shield may create a core of rubber if rotated when removed. Then, this rubber core, located into the needle internal diameter may then block the needle and prevent the drug to be injected or may be injected into the patient's skin together with the drug upon activation of the injection device.

It would therefore be of interest to provide an injection device having an
appropriate needle shield that does not jeopardize the quality of the injection when it is removed from the injection device before use.

[0009] Another important requirement of these self-injection devices is that they must not be able to be activated inadvertently, before the patient is ready to perform the injection, and in particular before the device is correctly applied at the right injection site.

[0010] Such self-injectors with automatic insertion and injection steps have been described in document WO2005/044348. The device described in WO2005/044348 comprises numerous complex elements and it is difficult to manufacture. Moreover, although the device described in this document comprises some safety means in order to cover the needle after use, this safety means are triggered by removal of the device from the injection site but only if the totality of the product has been injected.

[0011] In some cases though, the user may withdraw the self-injection device before the injection is completed. It is then of utmost importance that, in such a case, the safety be immediately triggered, although the injection is not completed. Otherwise, the patient may hurt himself or herself by accidental pricking or worse, he or she may reinsert the needle at a second injection site, and realize an inappropriate injection of the rest of the product.

[0012] Moreover, it is also important that the user be informed that the totality of the product has been injected and that he may withdraw the device from the injection site.

[0013] In consequence, there is a need for self-injection devices that would be easy to manufacture and assemble and for which the safety means would be automatically triggered by removal of the device from the injection site, even if the totality of the product has not been yet injected, and in which the needle would be efficiently protected before use by an appropriate needle shield, the removal of which would not jeopardize the quality of the injection to come.

[0014] There is also a need for such a self-injection device that would clearly indicate to the user that the injection is completed.

[0015] The present invention meets this need by proposing a device for auto-
matic injection of a product into an injection site, said device comprising safety means automatically triggered by removal of the device from the injection site, even if the injection is not completed, said device also comprising a needle shield for protecting the needle before use of the device, the removal of said needle shield having no impact on the quality of the injection.

[0016] The present invention relates to a device for automatic injection of a product into an injection site, the product being carried by a container having an open proximal end and a substantially closed distal end and having a reservoir defined therebetween, and a needle provided at the distal end and in fluid communication with the reservoir to provide an outlet port for the product from the container, and a piston provided in the container and movable with respect with the container, the movement of the piston causing the product to be expelled from the container through the needle, characterized in that said device comprises:

- a housing for the container, the container being movable relative to said housing between an initial position, in which a tip of the needle does not extend beyond a distal end of said housing and in which the container is in one of a passive state and an active state, to an insertion position, distally spaced relative to said initial position and in which the tip of the needle extends beyond said distal end of said housing, movement of the container out of its initial position being prevented when the container is in its passive state, and being permitted when the container is in its active state, and
- a safety shield coupled to said housing for movement between a first position and a second position in which the tip of the needle does not extend beyond a distal end of said safety shield, movement of said safety shield out of its first position placing the container in its active state, said safety shield being movable to its second position when the container is in said insertion position, said safety shield being secured against proximal movement when in said second position,
- a needle shield coupled with said housing and covering the needle prior to use of said device, removal of said needle shield from the device being with limited or no rotation of said needle shield.

[0017] In the injection device of the invention, the generation of contaminating particles or dust in the area of the needle shield, before the needle shield is re-
moved and at the time the needle shield is removed from the injection device, is avoided.

[0018] In an embodiment of the invention, said needle shield and said housing are provided with guiding means designed to allow the longitudinal translation of the needle shield with respect to said housing while preventing its rotation, when said needle shield is removed from the device.

[0019] Said guiding means may include at least one longitudinal groove provided on said needle shield or on said housing, and at least one longitudinal rib, provided respectively on said housing or on said needle shield, said rib being engaged in said groove and sliding within said groove when said needle shield is removed from the device.

[0020] In another embodiment of the invention, said needle shield is coupled to a deshielding, part of said guiding means being provided on said deshielding.

[0021] The device of the invention may further comprise:

- first biasing means coupled to said housing for biasing the container toward said insertion position, said first biasing means being in one of a compressed and an extended condition, and
- second biasing means coupled to said safety shield for biasing said safety shield toward its second position.

[0022] The device of the invention may further comprise:

- first retaining means in said housing and arranged to maintain said first biasing means in its compressed condition,
- first deactivating means being activatable to release said first retaining means, said first deactivating means being in one of a passive state, in which said first deactivating means cannot cause the release of said first retaining means, and an active state, in which said first deactivating means can cause the release of said first retaining means, wherein movement of said safety shield out of its first position causes passage of said first deactivating means from its passive state to its active state.

[0023] The device of the invention is perfectly safe. It is not possible to activate neither the insertion of the needle nor the injection without first applying the device on the injection site. Two steps are needed before starting the operation:
first applying the device on the injection site, then exert a manual pressure on the
first deactivating means. Exerting a manual pressure on the first deactivating
means without applying the device on the injection site beforehand will not acti-
vate the insertion since the first deactivating means are then in a passive state.

[0024] Moreover, in the injection assistance device of the invention, the safety
shield is in its active state well before the end of the injection step.

[0025] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, engaging means causes the
passage of said safety shield from the passive state to the active state upon com-
pletion of insertion of the injection needle at the injection site, and prior to the
product being totally expelled from said container through said injection needle.

[0026] Therefore, the safety shield is in its active state right at the end of the
insertion step, before the injection step actually begins. In this way, even if the
patient decides to withdraw the device before the end of the injection, then the
safety shield automatically extends over the needle and there is no risk of any
accidental needlestick injury for the patient.

[0027] The device of the invention may further comprise:
• second retaining means provided on at least one of said housing and said
  safety shield to prevent movement of said safety shield to its second posi-
tion.

[0028] In an embodiment of the invention said second retaining means com-
prises a flexible tongue and an abutment surface.

[0029] The device of the invention may further comprise:
• first engaging means capable of releasing said second retaining means
  thereby enabling movement of said safety shield to its second position un-
der the bias of said second biasing means.

[0030] In an embodiment of the invention, said first engaging means comprises
an inner ring coupled to the container and comprising a leg cooperating with said
flexible tongue so as to disengage said flexible tongue from said abutment surface
when the container moves to said insertion position.
[0031] In an embodiment of the invention, said first deactivating means is a push button having a distal end, and said device further comprises:

- third retaining means, arranged to maintain said push button in its passive state, said third retaining means comprising a radially flexible leg provided on an outer sleeve, said outer sleeve being coupled to said housing, said distal end of said push button being blocked in axial and distal translation by said radially flexible leg,
- said safety shield further comprising a tooth that engages said third retaining means when said safety shield is moved out of its first position so as to deflect said radially flexible leg and enable passage of said push button from its passive state to its active state.

[0032] The device of the invention may further comprise a plunger rod for causing the piston to move with respect to the container,

- said first retaining means comprising a flexible tooth, provided on one of said outer sleeve and said plunger rod, and engaged with a radial stop provided on one of said plunger rod and said outer sleeve,
- said push button comprising a tooth capable of cooperating with said flexible tooth so as to disengage said flexible tooth from said radial stop, under manual pressure exerted on said push button in its active state, thereby deactivating said first retaining means and causing the container to move from its initial position to its insertion position.

[0033] The device of the invention may further comprise locking means arranged to prevent movement of said inner ring when said first deactivating means is in its passive state, said locking means being able to be unlocked through the movement of said safety shield out of its first position.

[0034] In an embodiment of the invention, said first biasing means comprises automatic injection means, arranged in such a way as to cause said plunger rod to move said piston within the container when the container is in said insertion position, thereby causing the product to be automatically expelled from the container without any manual operation from the user.

[0035] In an embodiment of the invention, said automatic injection means is disposed around said plunger rod.
[0036] In another embodiment of the invention, said automatic injection means is disposed within said plunger rod.

[0037] The device of the invention may further comprise injection controlling means to produce an audible indicator when the piston is proximate said distal end of the container and the product is substantially completely expelled from the container thereby informing the user that injection of the product is completed, said injection controlling means producing an audible indicator regardless of whether a user maintains pressure on said first deactivating means.

[0038] The device of the invention may further comprise injection controlling means to produce an audible indicator as the product is being expelled from the container, said audible indicator stopping when the piston is proximate said distal end of the container and the product is substantially completely expelled from the container thereby informing the user that injection of the product is completed, said injection controlling means producing an audible indicator regardless of whether a user maintains pressure on said first deactivating means.

[0039] In an embodiment of the invention said injection controlling means comprises:

- a plunger rod for causing the piston to move with respect to the container,
- first biasing means coupled to at least one of said housing and said plunger rod, said first biasing means being in one of a compressed and an extended condition, and
- means for interacting with said first biasing means to provide an injection status indication to a user of said device.

[0040] Preferably, said means for interacting comprises a radial projection in contact with said first biasing means so as to produce an audible indication as said radial projection moves with respect to said biasing means.

[0041] In an embodiment of the invention, said first biasing means and said second biasing means each comprise at least a spring.

[0042] The device of the invention may further comprise tamper-evidence means removably coupled with said housing to shield said needle prior to use of said device, said tamper-evidence means being in one of a pre-use condition and
a post-use condition, said post-use condition preventing re-use of said tamper evidence means with said device.

[0043] Alternatively, said post-use condition preferably provides a visual indication that said tamper evidence means has been removed from said device.

[0044] In an embodiment of the invention said tamper-evidence means comprises a deshielder coupled to said needle shield, said post-use condition proving an indication that said temper-evidence means has been removed from said device.

[0045] The present invention also relates to a kit for a device for automatic injection of a product into an injection site, the product being carried by a container having an open proximal end and a substantially closed distal end and having a reservoir defined therebetween, and a needle provided at the distal end and in fluid communication with the reservoir to provide an outlet port for the product from the container, and a piston provided in the container and movable with respect with the container, the movement of the piston causing the product to be expelled from the container through the needle, characterized in that said kit comprises:

- a housing assembly comprising:
  - an upper housing assembly,
  - a lower housing assembly, at least one of said upper and said lower housing assembly being adapted to receive part of the container, the container being movable, when received within said at least one of said upper and said lower housing assembly, between an initial position, in which a tip of the needle does not extend beyond a distal end of said lower housing assembly and in which the container is in one of a passive state and an active state, to an insertion position, distally spaced relative to said initial position and in which the tip of the needle extends beyond said distal end of said lower housing assembly, movement of the container out of its first position being prevented when the container is in its passive state, and being permitted when the container is in its active state, and
  - means for connecting said upper housing and said lower housing together, and
  - a safety shield coupled to one of said upper and said lower housing assembly for movement between a first position and a second posi-
tion in which the tip of the needle does not extend beyond a distal end of said safety shield, movement of said safety shield out of its first position placing the container in its active state, said safety shield being movable to its second position when the container is in said insertion position, said safety shield being secured against proximal movement when in said second position, and

- a needle shield coupled with one of said upper and said lower housing assembly and covering the needle prior to use of said device, removal of said needle shield being with limited or no rotation of said needle shield.

[0046] The kit of the invention may further comprise means for carrying at least one of said upper housing assembly and said lower housing assembly, said carrying means carrying said one of said upper housing assembly and said lower housing assembly in a predetermined orientation.

[0047] In accordance with this embodiment of the present invention, an automatic injection device is provided to a pharmaceutical company, for example, in condition for easy assembly and processing in the company's manufacturing processes. The upper and lower housing assemblies are each carried on a tray that provides orientation for the assemblies. In addition, the syringe (i.e., container) may be inserted into the housing assemblies without having to orient the syringe to either of the upper or lower assemblies. In a simple assembly process, the pharmaceutical company fills the syringe, inserts the syringe into one of the upper and lower housing assemblies, and connects the housing assemblies together.

[0048] The device of the invention will now be further described in reference to the following description and attached drawings in which:

- Figure 1 is an exploded perspective view of an embodiment of the device of the invention,
- Figure 2 is a longitudinal cross section view of the device of Figure 1, before use, with a needle shield and a deslobber, according to a longitudinal plane comprising the longitudinal axis AA' of the device 1, and passing through the middle of window 8d,
- Figure 3 is a longitudinal cross section view, shifted of 90° compared to figure 1,
- Figures 4 and 5 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1, respectively corresponding to Figures 2 and 3, in the initial position, after removal of the needle shield and the deslobber,
- Figures 6 to 8 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1 with the device placed against a user's skin at an injection site, wherein figure 8 corresponds to a longitudinal cross section view shifted of 45° compared to figure 6,

- Figures 9 and 10 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1 showing the activation of the first deactivating means,

- Figures 11 and 12 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1 with the container in its insertion position before injection,

- Figures 13 and 14 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1 at the end of the injection step,

- Figure 15 shows an alternate embodiment of an indicator for providing an injection status to the user,

- Figures 16 and 17 are longitudinal cross section views of the device of Figure 1 with the safety shield in the extended position, after removal of the device from the injection site,

- Figure 18 shows an alternate embodiment of the device of the present invention with a hollow plunger rod and with the first spring disposed within the plunger rod,

- Figures 19a to 19d show a deshielder in accordance with the present invention that provides a tamper-evidence means to indicate to a user of the device that the deshielder has been removed from the device,

- Figure 20 is a perspective view of a kit comprising an upper housing assembly and a lower housing assembly in accordance with the present invention,

- Figure 21 is a perspective view of a tray for carrying a plurality of lower housing assemblies in an oriented manner, and

- Figure 22 is a perspective view of a tray for carrying a plurality of upper housing assemblies in an oriented manner,

- Figure 23 is a perspective view of a deshielder of a device of the invention, said deshielder being coupled to a needle shield,

- Figure 24 is a perspective view from the top of the deshielder of figure 23.

[0049] Referring now to the drawings, the present invention will now be described in detail. Figure 1 shows an exploded perspective view of a device for automatic injection according to an embodiment of the present invention and generally designated by reference number 1. The inventive device 1 comprises a housing 300 comprised of an upper housing assembly 100 and a lower housing assembly 200 that may be connected to each other by means of a snap-fit connec-
tinction 110, 210 (see, e.g., Figure 20), screw-type connection, bayonet connection, or other means of connecting two parts together, in an unreleasable way or not. When the device of the injection is of a single use type, the means for connecting the upper housing assembly 100 to the lower housing assembly 200 are made unreachable to the user. A container 50 such as, for example, a syringe, is received in at least one of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200. Preferably, the container 50 is partially received in each of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200, as discussed in more detail herein. The container 50 has a flange 5a defined at an open proximal end, and an injection needle 6 (see, e.g., Figure 2) at a substantially closed distal end 5b. Lateral walls 5 extend between the proximal and distal ends and define a reservoir 5c sized and shaped to contain a predetermined amount of a product 3 for injection. The injection needle 6 may be fixed to the distal end 5b, or removable therefrom, as a matter of design choice. The injection needle 6 is in fluid communication with the reservoir 5c and provides an outlet port of the container 50 for the product 3. A needle shield 2 is provided at the distal end of the container 50 to cover and protect the needle 6 before use of the device 1. The needle shield 2 also provides for a sealing means of the distal end of the container 50 before use. A piston 7 is provided in the container 50 and which is movable within the reservoir 5c. Movement of the piston 7 causes the product 3 to be expelled from said container 50 through the injection needle 6 during the injection of the product 3 into the patient.

[0050] With reference to Figures 1-3, the upper housing assembly 100 of the device 1 of the present invention will now be described in further detail. The upper housing assembly 100 has a generally cylindrically shaped outer sleeve 19 comprised of an inner cylinder 19a and an outer cylinder 19b, the cylinders 19a and 19b being linked to each other by at least a radial wall 16. The distal part of the inner cylinder 19a is provided on its outer wall with at least two flexible legs 20 protruding in the proximal direction and being capable of being radially deflected. The proximal end of the inner cylinder 19a is provided with two flexible teeth 21, capable of being radially deflected, and with an inner radial rim 34.

[0051] The upper housing assembly 100 further comprises a push button 23 received in the outer sleeve 19. The proximal end of the push button 23 is closed by a transversal wall 23a which forms a pushing surface for the user to exert a manual pressure on said push button 23. The distal end 24 of the push button 23 is open. The distal face of the transversal wall 23a is provided with two distal teeth 25.
[0052] A plunger rod 28 for causing said piston 7 to move with respect to said container 50, as will be explained later, is received within the inner cylinder 19a of said outer sleeve 19 of the upper housing assembly 100. The plunger rod 28 is provided at its distal end with a flange 28a and at its proximal end with a radial stop 29. The plunger rod 28 is provided, in its proximal portion, with two radial projections 32, the function of which will be explained later.

[0053] A first spring 30 is provided between said plunger rod 28 and said inner cylinder 19a: The distal end of the spring 30 bears on the flange 28a of the plunger rod 28, and the proximal end of the spring 30 bears on the distal face of the inner radial rim 34 of the inner cylinder 19a. Spring 30 causes displacement of the container 50 within at least one of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 from an initial position to an injection position, and further causes movement of the piston 7 within the container 50 to cause the product 3 to be expelled therefrom through the injection needle 6.

[0054] With continued reference to Figures 1-3, the lower housing assembly 200 of the device 1 of the present invention will now be described in further detail. The lower housing assembly 200 comprises a housing 8 which receives, at least partially the container 50. As will appear later, the container 50 is movable relative to said housing 8 between an initial position, in which a tip of the needle 6 does not extend beyond a distal end of the housing 8 (see, e.g., Figure 4), and an insertion position, distally spaced relative to said initial position and in which the tip of the needle 6 extends beyond the distal end of the housing 8 and is exposed over a predetermined length (see, e.g., Figure 11).

[0055] The housing 8 has a general cylindrical shape and is open at both ends. The housing 8 has a distal part 8b and a proximal part 8a, the diameter of the proximal part 8a being greater than the diameter of the distal part 8b. The proximal part 8a and the distal part 8b of the housing 8 are joined by a radial wall 8c. The proximal surface 9 of the radial wall 8c forms an abutment surface, the function of which will be explained later. The housing 8 comprises two opposite windows 8d in its proximal part 8a.

[0056] The lower housing assembly 200 also includes a safety shield 10 that is at least partially received within the housing 8. A proximal part of the safety shield 10 is provided on its outer wall with two opposite flexible tongues 12, ca-
pable of being radially deflected. The proximal part of the safety shield 10 is also provided with two opposite first proximal teeth 13 and with two opposite second proximal teeth 14, distally spaced from said first proximal teeth 13. The safety shield 10 is provided, on its inner wall, with a radial rim 35, distally spaced from said flexible tongues 12.

[0057] The safety shield 10 is coupled to the housing 8 and is able to move between a first position and a second position in which the tip of the needle does not extend beyond a distal end of the safety shield 10.

[0058] The device 1 of the present invention further comprises an inner ring 26 which receives part of the proximal portion of said container 50, the inner diameter of said inner ring 26 being less than the outer diameter of the flange 5a of said container 50 so as to prevent to container 50 from passing completely through the ring 26 when the ring 26 and container 50 are assembled together (see, e.g., Figure 3). When assembled together, the inner ring 26 and container 50 may move together within the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 as the container 50 is moved from its initial position to its insertion position (discussed in more detail below). The inner ring 26 comprises at least two distal legs 27 and at least two outer radial rims 33, tangentially spaced from said two distal legs 27.

[0059] The device 1 of the present invention also comprises an outer ring 17 which receives, at least partially, said inner ring 26. The outer ring 17 is provided on its inner wall with at least two opposite radially flexible tongues 18 that extend in the proximal direction.

[0060] A second spring 31 is provided between said container 50 and said inner ring 26. As shown on Figure 2, the distal end of the second spring 31 bears on the proximal face of the radial rim 35 of the safety shield 10, and the proximal end of said second spring 31 bears on a distal face of said inner ring 26.

[0061] The device 1 of the present invention is also provided with a deshielder 15 for removing the needle shield 2. As shown in Figures 19a-19d, the deshielder 15 carries the needle shield 2. The deshielder 15 is coupled to the needle shield 2. Prior to use of the device 1, a user removes the deshielder 15, which also removes the needle shield 2.
[0062] As shown on figures 23 and 24, the deshielder 15 is provided with longitudinal grooves 40 and the distal region of the housing 8 is provided with longitudinal ribs 41. The grooves 40 and the ribs 41 are aligned with the axis of the device so as to provide a single direction for the removal of the deshielder 15 coupled to the needle shield 2 (not shown), and so as to act as guiding means allowing only a sliding longitudinal translation of the deshielder/needle shield with respect to the housing 8 when said deshielder/needle shield is removed from the device 1. As can be seen from figure 23, the distal end of the ribs 41 are reduced so as to facilitate the alignment of the ribs 41 with the grooves 40. Because of the specific features of the deshielder 15, the needle shield 2 can not be rotated before use, and the removal of the needle shield 2 can not be achieved with a rotational movement, thus reducing or eliminating the rotation of the rubber protection in which the needle 6 is embedded before use. This reduces or eliminates the risk of creating rubber particles due to the sharpness of the distal tip of the needle 6. In consequence, there is no generation of particles at the tip of the needle 6 and the quality of the injection to come is not impacted.

[0063] In another embodiment of the invention, not shown, the needle shield 2 and/or the deshielder 15 may be equipped with ribs and the housing 8 is provided with grooves, said ribs and said grooves cooperating together to limit or avoid any rotational movement of the needle shield 2 when said needle shield is removed from the device 1.

[0064] In an embodiment of the invention, the number of ribs is equal or less than the number of grooves. The number of ribs should be sufficient to lock in rotation the needle shield when attempted to be moved with a rotational movement by hand.

[0065] In another embodiment, not shown, the grooves may be enlarged at their extremity, with a chamfer for instance, in order to facilitate said deshielder/needle shield to be assembled onto said housing for industrial purpose and to facilitate the assembly operation.

[0066] In one embodiment of the present invention, the deshielder 15 and needle shield 2 provide a way for a user of the device 1 to determine whether the device 1 has been tampered with prior to use. Generally stated, the deshielder 15 and needle shield 2 provide an indication to the user when the deshielder 15 has
been removed from the device 1 - that is, when it has been removed from the lower housing assembly 200. Figures 19b and 19c show, respectively, the deshielder 15 coupled to the device 1 and the deshielder 15 removed from the device 1; the device 1 in Figure 19c being ready for use.

[0067] Once the deshielder 15 that carries the needle shield 2 has been removed, it cannot be placed back onto the device 1, that is onto lower housing assembly 200, without generating a backward shift of the needle shield 2 versus the deshielder 15. The device 1 of the invention may contain sterile drugs and it is important to prove to end users that the container has not been tampered, and that the drug sterility has been maintained until the point of use. The present invention advantageously describes such a feature.

[0068] The functioning of the device 1 will now be explained in reference to Figures 4-18. Before providing a detailed description of the operation of a device 1 constructed in accordance with the present invention, the following general description of its operation is provided. The inventive device 1 is provided to a user ready-to-use. The container 50 is filled with a predetermined dose of an injectable product 3 - preferably a single dose thus providing a one-time use or disposable injection device. Multi-dose or reusable injection devices are also contemplated by, and with the scope and spirit of the present invention. Prior to use, the user removes the deshielder 15 and the needle shield 2, without rotation of said needle shield 2, and places the device 1 against his/her skin at an injection site 4. As the device 1 is pressed against the user's skin, the safety shield 10 is caused to move in the proximal direction and into the housing 8. Due to safety features of the inventive device 1, a user cannot activate the device 1 (i.e., cause the container 50 to move from its initial position to its injection position) until the safety shield 10 is caused to move a predetermined distance in the proximal direction. Indeed, the container 50 is in its passive state as long as the safety shield 10 has not moved out of its first position. With the device 10 pressed against his/her skin (and the safety shield 10 moved out of its first position in the proximal direction), the container 50 adopts its active state, and the user can activate the device 1 and begin an injection by pressing the push button 23. That will cause the container 50 to move from its initial position to its injection position, which also causes the needle 6 to pierce the user's skin. In addition, by pressing the push button 23 once, the inventive device 1 causes the injectable product 3 to automatically be expelled from the container and into the user's skin. While the injection is being made or at the end of the injection process, the device 1 provides an audible
indicator to the user of the status of the injection. For example, the device 1 may provide one or more audible clicks as the injection is being made - with the absence of a click indicating an end of the injection. In another example, a single click may indicate the end of the injection process. The audible clicks are made regardless of whether the user maintains pressure on the push button 23. Once the injection is complete, the user removes the device 1 from the injection site and the safety shield 10 is caused to automatically extend from the housing 8 (i.e., lower housing assembly 200) to cover the now-contaminated tip of the needle 6. Advantageously, even if the user removes the device 1 from the injection site 4 before the injection is complete, the safety shield 10 will automatically extend over the tip of the needle. Once the device 1 is removed from the injection site 4 and the shield 10 is extended over the tip of the needle 6, the shield 10 locks in place and cannot thereafter be moved from its locked position in the proximal direction to expose the tip of the needle 6. The used device 1 is thus rendered safe for handling and disposal.

[0069] On Figures 4 and 5 is shown the device 1 before use, as provided to the user. As shown on Figure 3, the container 50 is held in its initial position and the first spring 30 is held in a compressed condition by flexible teeth 21 of the inner cylinder 19a being engaged in the radial stop 29 of the plunger rod 28 and the flexible tongues 18 of the outer ring 17 being engaged in the radial rim 33 of the inner ring 26. The inner ring 26 and thus the container 50 are thereby prevented from moving distally. The inner ring 26 is also prevented from moving proximally by the proximal part 8a of the housing 8.

[0070] As shown on Figure 2, the flexible tongues 12 of the safety shield 10 are engaged on the abutment surface 9 of the housing 8. The first spring 30 is in a pressurized or compressed condition, and the second spring 31 is in non-compressed or extended condition.

[0071] The flange 5a of the container bears on the inner ring 26. The container 50 is therefore retained in its initial position by the combined actions of the flexible teeth 21 of the inner cylinder 19a, the radial stop 29 of the plunger rod 28 and the inner ring 26, which act as first retaining means of said container 50 in its initial position.

[0072] In this position, the needle 6 is protected by the needle shield 2 which is
contained within the deshielder 15. The needle 6 and the needle shield 2 are both received within the safety shield 10.

[0073] When the user decides to realize the injection, he/she first removes the deshielder 15: by this operation, he/she also removes the needle shield 2, as shown on Figures 4 and 5.

[0074] In the example shown on figure 23, the shape of the deshielder is such that it limits or prevents the needle shield to rotate around the needle. This is an advantage of the present invention as, usually, needle shields are made of rubber or elastomeric material. The sharp needle, embedded into the rubber shield may create a core of rubber if rotated when removed. Then, this rubber core, located into the needle internal diameter may then block the needle and prevent the drug to be injected or may be injected into the patient’s skin together with the drug upon activation of the injection device.

[0075] As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, after deshielding, the container 50 is still retained in its initial position, and the needle 6 is still protected by the safety shield 10. On these figures 4 and 5, the container 50 is in its passive state.

[0076] In the position shown on Figures 2 to 5, the push button 23 is also in a passive state such that depression by a user on the pushing surface 23a will not cause the device 1 to make an injection. Although the push button 23 is movable in the distal direction when the button 23 is in the passive state, it cannot cause activation of the device 1 because a distal end 24 of the push button 23 comes in contact with the proximal end of the flexible legs 20 of the inner cylinder 19a. The push button 23 is therefore stopped and the device 1 can not be triggered or activated. The push button 23 and the container 50 are both in their passive state. The device 1 of the invention is therefore particularly safe, as it cannot be triggered through a single action (i.e., only by pressing on the push button 23).

[0077] The triggering of the device 1 of the invention requires at least two steps. In a first step, the push button 23, which acts as a deactivating means of the first retaining means of the first spring 30 in its compressed condition and of the container 50 in its initial position, must previously be caused to pass from a passive state, in which the exercise of a manual pressure by the user on said push button 23 does not cause the release of said first retaining means, to an active state, in which the exercise of said manual pressure does cause the release
of said first retaining means. As discussed in more detail below, movement of the safety shield 10 out of its first position causes the push button 23, and in consequence the container 50, to move from their passive state to their active state.

[0078] This first step is shown on Figures 6 and 7. In this first step, the user applies the device 1 on the injection site 4 by means of the bearing surface 11 of the safety shield 10. He/she then exerts a distal force on the housing 8 thereby causing the safety shield 10 to move relative to said housing 8 from a first position, namely a rest position, shown on Figures 4 and 5, for example, to an intermediate position, namely a bearing position, shown on Figures 6 and 7 - the bearing position being proximally spaced relative to said rest position. During this movement, the first proximal teeth 13 of the safety shield 10 contact the flexible legs 20 of the inner cylinder 19a and cause the flexible legs 20 to deflect radially towards the center of the device 1, as shown on Figure 8. Once deflected as just described, the flexible legs 20 do not opposingly face the distal end 24 of the push button 23 and said push button 23 is now in its active state.

[0079] Movement of the safety shield 10 from its rest position to its bearing position also places the container 50 in its active state. During such movement of the safety shield 10, the second proximal teeth 14 of the safety shield 10 contact the radially flexible tongues 18 of the outer ring 17 and cause the flexible tongues 18 to deflect radially thereby disengaging them from the radial rim 33 of the inner ring 26, in which they were engaged. Upon such deflection, the container 50 is placed in its active state and able to move to its injection position. However, movement of the container 50 to its injection position does not occur upon the release or deflection of the flexible tongues 18 because the inner ring 26 and container 50 are biased in the proximal direction by the second spring 31. Moreover, the inner ring 26 is also blocked in the proximal direction by the proximal part 8a of said housing 8. As a consequence, during this first step, although the container 50 is able to move in the distal direction, it does not and is retained in its initial position. Actually, the container 50 is retained in its initial position, but now in its active state, so that movement of the container out of its initial position may now be permitted, although only upon pressing of the push button 23.

[0080] In an alternative embodiment of the invention, the push button 23 is not coupled to said plunger rod 28 when the push button 23 is in its passive state. The push button 23 is then allowed to move in its passive state but it is prevented to have any action with the plunger rod 28. After application of the device 1 on
the injection site 4, the safety shield 10, or any other engaging means, causes the plunger rod 28 to be coupled to the push button 23 which is then placed in its active state.

[0081] The push button 23 being now in its active state, the user can, in a second step, trigger the device 1 to start the automatic injection. The activation of the push button 23 is shown on Figures 9 and 10. The user exerts a manual pressure on the pushing surface 23a of the push button 23: the push button 23, which is no more stopped by the flexible legs 20, moves distally, thereby causing the distal movement of the teeth 25 of the push button 23. During this movement, the teeth 25 come in contact with the flexible teeth 21 of the inner cylinder 19a and cause said flexible teeth 21 to deflect radially and outwardly, as shown on Figure 10.

[0082] The flexible teeth 21 are now disengaged from the radial stop 29 of the plunger rod 28 and the first spring 30 is now free to move from its compressed condition to an extended condition. The first spring 30 expands and causes the plunger rod 28, which is coupled to said container 50, to move in the distal direction. Because of the previous disengagement of the flexible tongues 18 from the radial rim 33 of the inner ring 26, both the inner ring 26 and the container 50 are now free to move distally, i.e. the container 50 may move to its injection position. The first spring 30 therefore pushes distally the plunger rod 28, the container 50 and the ring 26 as the container is caused to move to its injection position.

[0083] Movement of the container 50 to its injection position also causes the needle 6 to pierce the user's skin at the injection site 4. The depth of insertion of the needle 6 into the user's skin at the injection site 4 is controlled by the interaction between the distal legs 27 of said inner ring 26 and the abutment surface 9 of the housing 8, as shown on Figures 11 and 12. When the end of distal legs 27 engage abutment surface 9, movement of the container 50 in the distal direction, and thus, injection of the needle 6 into the user's skin, is stopped. The needle 6 is now inserted into the injection site 4 over a predetermined length, said predetermined length being controlled by the engagement of said distal legs 27 on said abutment surface 9, as shown on Figures 11 and 12.

[0084] In another embodiment of the invention, the insertion depth of the needle 6 could be controlled by the engagement of said distal legs 27 on an abutment surface provided on the safety shield 10. Alternatively, the insertion depth could
be variable, and/or controlled. While it may not be desirous to enable a user to vary the injection depth, such control may be desirable in the hands of a pharmaceutical company or supplier of the injection device 1 of the present invention. For example, different injection depths may be desired for different pharmaceutical compounds (i.e., injectable products). Depending upon the product 3 provided in the container 50, it may be necessary for the pharmaceutical company or other supply of the inventive device 1 to set the injection depth for each different compound. This may be accomplished by enabling the pharmaceutical company to control the spatial relationship between the distal legs 27 and abutment surface 9 - that relationship controlling the injection depth of the needle 6.

[0085] During this insertion of the needle 6, the inner ring 26 has moved distally and its distal legs 27 have come in contact with the flexible tongues 12 of the safety shield 10, causing the flexible tongues 12 to be deflected radially and inwardly, as shown on Figure 11. During this same distal movement of the inner ring 26, the second spring 31 has been caused to compress and has reached a pressurized or compressed condition, as shown on Figure 11. Yet, the distal end of said second spring 31 bears on the radial rim 35 of said safety shield 10 which is maintained against the injection site 4 by the distal pressure exerted by the user on the device 1 and said second spring 31 is therefore not free to expand.

[0086] It can be seen from Figure 11 that because of the now deflected state of the flexible tongues 12, the abutment surface 9 no longer be an obstacle to the distal movement of said flexible tongues 12. Therefore, in the insertion position of the needle as shown on Figures 11 and 12, removal of the device 1 from the injection site 4 by the user at this stage of the operation would cause the safety shield 10 to be moved distally to its second position by the second spring 31 to cover and protect the needle 6. When in the second position, the safety shield 10 is locked against proximal movement thereby preventing unintended access to the contaminated needle 6.

[0087] As noted above, once the container 50 is in its insertion position, the safety shield 10 is movable to its second position. In consequence, in this position, the safety shield 10 automatically extends to its second position when a user removes the device 1 from the injection site 4 any time after the container 50 has been moved to its injection position. The device 1 of the invention is therefore particularly safe and it prevents accidental needlestick injuries even in case said
device 1 is removed from the injection site 4 before the injection of the product is actually completed.

[0088] At the end of the insertion step, the force of the first spring 30, which continues its expansion, overcomes the friction of the flange 28a of the plunger rod 28 against the inner wall of the container 50, and the distal end of the plunger rod 28 comes in contact with the piston 7 with which it becomes coupled at least in the distal direction.

[0089] The first spring 30 still continues its expansion, overcomes the stiction of the piston 7 and the piston 7 is caused to move distally, realizing the injection of the product 3, as shown on Figures 13 and 14. The injection is therefore completed automatically without any manual operation from the user.

[0090] The radial projections 32 provided on the plunger rod 28 are in contact with said first spring 30 but they do not prevent the first spring 30 from extending in the distal direction. In consequence, each time the radial projections 32 touch a part of the first spring 30, for instance each time they touch a spire of the spring, they produce a sound. Of course, when the piston 7 is proximate to the distal end of the container 50 and the product 3 is substantially completely expelled from said container 50, the first spring 30 is stopped and by way of consequence, the sound also stops. The user is thereby informed that the injection is proceeding, and also when the injection is complete.

[0091] The first spring 30 and the radial projections 32 therefore constitute injection controlling means that produce an audible indicator as the product 3 is being expelled from the container 50, said audible indicator stopping when the piston 7 is proximate said distal end of the container 50 and the product 3 is substantially completely expelled from the container 50 thereby informing the user that injection of the product is completed.

[0092] In an alternative embodiment shown in Figure 15, the radial projections 32 are provided as part of the inner cylinder 19a.

[0093] The radial projections 32 therefore constitute good controlling means of the completion of the injection. The user knows when the product is being injected, and also when substantially all the product is injected, thereby preventing
removal of the device 1 from the injection site 4 before the desire dose of the product 3 is injected.

[0094] When the injection is completed, the user removes the device 1 from the injection site 4, as shown in Figures 16 and 17. As noted above, removal of the device 1 from the injection site 4 any time after the container 50 is in its injection position will result in movement of the safety shield 10 to its second position in which it is locked over the needle 6 (i.e., the tip of the needle 6 does not extend beyond a distal end of the safety shield 10). Movement of the safety shield 10 is effected by the second spring 31 as it returns to an extended condition upon removal of the device 1 from the injection site 4.

[0095] Movement of the safety shield 10 out of its second position is prevented by cooperating structural elements provided on the safety shield 10 and the inner ring 26, for example.

[0096] In an alternative embodiment of the invention shown in Figure 18, the plunger rod 28 is hollow and the first spring 30 is received within the hollow plunger rod 28. By providing an option of locating the first spring 30 either inside or outside of the plunger rod 28, the present invention enables springs of different force to be used in the inventive device 1 depending upon the particular requirements of the device 1. For example, the needle 6 internal diameter may vary, or the viscosity of drugs contained in the reservoir 50 may also vary. These factors may increase significantly the injection duration, which can be very uncomfortable for the patient. To limit the injection duration in such cases, different spring forces may be required to accommodate different container configurations, and the present invention provides means for addressing such different configurations.

[0097] In the embodiment shown in Figure 18, the audible indicator may comprise one or more projections provided on an inner wall of the hollow plunger rod 28.

[0098] Alternatively, it is possible to produce an audible indicator at the end of the injection: in such a case, for instance, the first spring presents a variable diameter that engages a projection 32 only at or near the end of the injection.

[0099] Referring next to Figures 20-22, an alternate embodiment of the present invention will now be described in further detail. In this embodiment, a kit 300
comprised of an upper housing assembly 100 and a lower housing assembly 200. Details of each of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 have been described in detail above, and need not be described further. The kit 300 may be provided to a pharmaceutical company, for example, together with a syringe (i.e., a container), for easy processing and assembly by the pharmaceutical company. The syringe may be provided as part of the kit 300, but it need not be - the kit 300 comprising the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200. The upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 are connected to each other by connecting means 110, 210 provided on each of the assemblies 100, 200. Connecting means 110, 210 may be a snap-fit connection, screw-type connection, bayonet connection, or other means of connecting two parts together.

[0100] Each of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 may be provided on a tray 400, 500, each having a plurality of receptacles 410, 510 that each receives one of an upper and a lower housing assembly 100, 200. The receptacles 410, 510 provide orientation for the housing assemblies 100, 200, further facilitating processing and assembly by the pharmaceutical company. Thus, a pharmaceutical company, for example, may receive the kit 300 and place the kit 300 directly into their manufacturing process for filling (of the syringe) and assembly of the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 with the syringe. Due to the orientation provided by the receptacles 410, 510, assembly of the syringe with the upper and lower housing assemblies 100, 200 is simple, quick, and easily fits within a pharmaceutical company's existing manufacturing processes.

[0101] The device of the invention is very easy to use and very safe. In particular, with the injection device and the kit of the invention, the generation of contaminating particles or dust in the area of the needle shield at the time the needle shield is removed from the injection device is avoided.

[0102] The injection device of the invention also allows automatic injection of a product to be performed by a patient without any risk of needlestick injury, before, during and after use. In particular, the safety shield of the device of the invention is in its active state right at the end of the insertion step, before the injection step actually begins. In this way, even if the patient decides to withdraw the device before the end of the injection, then the safety shield automatically extends over the needle. Moreover, the device of the invention allows the user to be informed of the complete injection of the product: this is particularly important when very precise doses of product must be injected. It is also a real benefit for
the patient to be precisely informed of the end of the injection, since the end of
the injection step is usually long with self-injectors, due to the fact that the spring
that realizes the automatic injection slows its course down after a certain time.
Patentkrav

1. Indretning (1) til automatisk indsprøjtning af et produkt (3) i et injektionssted (4), hvilket produkt (3) bæres af en beholder (50) med en åben proksimal ende og en i det væsentlige lukket distal ende og med et reservoirt defineret der imellem, samt en nål (6) tilvejebragt ved den distale ende og i fluidforbindelse med reservoirtet for at tilvejebringe en udløbsport for produktet (3) fra beholderen, og et stempel (7) tilvejebragt i beholderen og bevægelig i forhold til beholderen, hvor stempelts bevægelse forårsager, at produktet bliver uddrevet af beholderen gennem nålen, hvilken indretning omfatter:

- et hus (8) for beholderen og med hovedsagelig cylindrisk form, hvilken beholder kan bevæges i forhold til huset mellem en udgangsposition, i hvilken en spids på nålen ikke strækker sig ud over en distal ende af huset, og i hvilken beholderen er i en af en passiv tilstand og en aktiv tilstand, til en indføringsposition, som distalt er i afstand i forhold til udgangspositionen, og i hvilken nålenes spids strækker sig ud over husets distale ende, idet bevægelse af beholderen ud af sin udgangsposition hindres, når beholderen er i sin passive tilstand, og tillades, når beholderen er i sin active tilstand, og

- et sikkerhedsskjold (10) koblet til huset (8) for bevægelse mellem en første position og en anden position, i hvilken nålenes spids ikke strækker sig ud over en distal ende af sikkerhedsskjoldet, idet sikkerhedsskjoldets (10) bevægelse ud af sin første position sætter beholderen (50) i sin active tilstand, hvilket sikkerhedsskjold (10) kan bevæges til sin anden position, når beholderen (50) er i sin indføringsposition, hvilket sikkerhedsskjold (10) er fastgjort mod proksimal bevægelse, når det er i sin anden position,

- et nåleskjold (2), som er koblet til huset (8) og dækker nålen (6) forud for anvendelse af indretningen, hvilket nåleskjold (2) er koblet til en skjoldfjerner (15).

kendetegnet ved, at

- nåleskjoldet er lavet af gummi eller elastomermateriale, i hvilket nålen er indlejet, idet fjernelse af nåleskjoldet (2) fra indretningen er med begrænset eller uden rotation af nåleskjoldet,

- hvor nåleskjoldet (2) og huset (8) er forsynet med føringsmidler (40, 41) udført til at tillade længdeforskydning af nåleskjoldet (2) i forhold til huset (8), mens dets rotation forhindres, når nåleskjoldet (2) fjernes fra indretningen (1), idet en del af føringsmidlerne (40, 41) er tilvejebragt på skjoldfjerner (15).

2. Indretning ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at føringsmidlerne omfatter mindst en langsgående rille (40) tilvejebragt på nåleskjoldet (2) eller på huset
(8), og mindst en langsgående ribbe (41) tilvejebragt henholdsvis enten på huset (8) eller på nåleskjoldet (2), hvilken ribbe (41) er i indgreb med rillen (40) og glider inde i rillen (40), når nåleskjoldet (2) fjernes fra indretningen (1).

3. Indretning ifølge krav 1, **kendetegnet ved, at** indretningen yderligere omfatter:
   - et første påvirkningsorgan (30) koblet til huset til at påvirke beholderen mod indføringspositionen, hvilket første påvirkningsorgan er i en af en sammentrykt eller en udskudt tilstand, og
   - et andet påvirkningsorgan (31) koblet til sikkerhedsskjoldet for at påvirke sikkerhedsskjoldet mod dets anden position.

4. Indretning ifølge krav 3, **kendetegnet ved, at** indretningen yderligere omfatter:
   - et første holdeorgan (21, 29) i huset arrangeret til at holde det første påvirkningsorgan i dets sammentrykte tilstand,
   - et første deaktiveringsorgan (23), som kan aktiveres for at frigøre det første holdeorgan, hvilket første deaktiveringsorgan er i en af en passiv tilstand, i hvilken det første deaktiveringsorgan ikke kan forårsage frigørelse af det første holdeorgan, og en aktiv tilstand, i hvilken det første deaktiveringsorgan kan forårsage frigørelse af det første holdeorgan, hvori bevægelse af sikkerhedsskjoldet ud af dets første position forårsager det første deaktiveringsorgans overgang fra dets passive tilstand til dets aktive tilstand.

5. Indretning ifølge krav 4, **kendetegnet ved, at** den yderligere omfatter:
   - et andet holdeorgan (9, 12) tilvejebragt på mindst en af huset og sikkerhedsskjoldet for at hindre bevægelse af sikkerhedsskjoldet til dets anden position.

6. Indretning ifølge krav 5, hvori det andet holdeorgan omfatter en fleksibel tunge (12) og en anslagsflade (9).

7. Indretning ifølge krav 5 og 6, **kendetegnet ved, at** indretningen yderligere omfatter:
   - et første indgrebsorgan (26, 27), som er i stand til at frigøre det andet holdeorgan, så at sikkerhedsskjoldets bevægelse til sin anden position muliggøres under påvirkning fra det andet påvirkningsorgan.
8. Indretning ifølge krav 7, hvori det første indgrebsorgan omfatter en inderring (26) koblet til beholderen og omfatter et ben (27), der samvirker med den fleksible tunge for derved at bringe den fleksible tunge ud af indgreb med anslagsfladen, når beholderen bevæges til indføringspositionen.

9. Indretning ifølge krav 4, kendetegnet ved, at det første deaktiveringsorgan er en trykknop (23) med en distal ende (24), og at indretningen yderligere omfatter:
- et tredje holdeorgan arrangeret til at holde trykknappen i dens passive tilstand, hvilket tredje holdeorgan omfatter et radielt fleksibelt ben (20) tilvejebragt på en ydre manchet (19), hvilken ydre manchet er koblet til huset, idet trykknappens distale end blokeres i aksiel og distal forskyldning af det fleksible ben (20),
- hvilket sikkerhedsskjold (10) yderligere omfatter en tand (13), som går indgreb med det tredje holdeorgan, når sikkerhedsskjoldet bevæges ud af sin første position, for derved at afbøje det radielt fleksible ben og muliggøre trykknappens overgang fra dens passive tilstand til dens aktive tilstand.

10. Indretning ifølge krav 9, kendetegnet ved, at indretningen yderligere omfatter en stempelstang (28) til at få stemplet til at bevæges i forhold til beholderen,
- hvilket første holdeorgan omfatter en fleksibel tand (21) tilvejebragt på en af den ydre manchet (19) og stempelstangen (28) og i indgreb med et radielt anslag (29) tilvejebragt på en af stempelstangen og den ydre manchet,
- hvilken trykknop omfatter en tand (25), som kan samvirke med den fleksible tand for derved at bringe den fleksible tand (21) ud af indgreb det radielle stop under manuelt tryk udøvet på trykknappen i dens aktive tilstand, så det første holdeorgan derved deaktiveres og får beholderen til at bevæge sig fra dens udgangsposition til dens indføringsposition.

11. Indretning ifølge krav 8, kendetegnet ved, at den yderligere omfatter låseorganer (18, 33) arrangeret til at hindre bevægelse af inderringen (26), når det første deaktiveringsorgan er i sin passive tilstand, hvilke låseorganer kan opløses ved bevægelse af sikkerhedsskjoldet (10) ud af dets første position.

12. Indretning ifølge krav 9, kendetegnet ved, at det første påvirkningsorgan omfatter et automatisk injektionsorgan (30), som er arrangeret på sådan måde, at det får stempelstangen til at bevæge stemplet inde i beholderen, når beholderen er i sin indføringsposition, og derved forårsager, at produktet (4) automatisk uddrives fra beholderen uden manuel betjening fra brugerens side.
13. Indretning ifølge krav 12, hvori det automatiske injektionsorgan er anbragt omkring stempelstangen.


15. Indretning ifølge ethvert af krav 1 til 14, kendegnet ved, at den yderligere omfatter injektionsstyringsorganer (30, 32) til at frembringe en hørbar indikation, når stemplet er nær den distale ende af beholderen, og produktet i det væsentlige er helt uddøvet af beholderen, så brugeren herved informeres om, at indspørgning af produktet er gennemført, hvilke injektionsstyringsorganer (30, 32) frembringer en hørbar indikation, uanset om en bruger bevarer trykket på det første deaktiveringsorgan (23).

16. Indretning ifølge krav 15, kendegnet ved, at injektionsstyringsorganerne (30, 32) omfatter
   - en stempelstang (28) til at få stemplet til at bevæges i forhold til beholderen,
   - et første påvirkningsorgan (30) koblet til mindst en af huset og stempelstangen,
   hvilket første påvirkningsorgan er i en af en sammensætning og udvidet tilstand, og
   - midler til samvirkning med det første påvirkningsorgan for at tilvejebringe en injektionsstatusindikation til en bruger af indretningen.

17. Indretning ifølge krav 16, kendegnet ved, at samvirkningsmidlerne omfatter et radielt fremspring (32) i kontakt med det første påvirkningsorgan for dermed at frembringe en hørbar indikation, når det radielle fremspring bevæger sig i forhold til påvirkningsorganet.

18. Indretning ifølge ethvert af de foregående krav, kendegnet ved, at det første påvirkningsorgan og det andet påvirkningsorgan hver omfatter mindst en fjeder.

19. Indretning ifølge krav 1, kendegnet ved, at indretningen yderligere omfatter et pillesikringsmiddel, som er aftageligt koblet til huset for at afskærme nålen forud for brug af indretningen, hvilket pillesikringsmiddel er i en af en før-brugstilstand og en efter-brugstilstand, hvilken efter-brugstilstand forhindrer gen- brug af pillesikringsmidlet med indretningen.
20. Indretning ifølge krav 19, kendetegnet ved, at indretningen yderligere omfatter et pillesikringsmiddel, som er aftageligt kobot til huset for at skærme nålen forud for brug af indretningen, hvilket pillesikringsmiddel er i en af en før-brugstilstand og en efter-brugstilstand, hvilken efter-brugstilstand viser en synlig indikation på, at pillesikringsmidlet er blevet fjernet fra indretningen.


22. Kit til en indretning (1) til automatisk indsprøjtning af et produkt (3) i et injektionssted (4) ifølge krav 1, hvilket produkt (3) bæres af en beholder (50) med en åben proksimal ende og en i det væsentlige lukket distal ende og med et reservoar defineret der imellem, samt en nål (6) tilvejebragt ved den distale ende og i fluidforbindelse med reservoaret for at tilvejebringe en udløbsport for produktet (3) fra beholderen, og et stempel (7) tilvejebragt i beholderen og bevægelig i forhold til beholderen, hvor stempllets bevægelse forårsager, at produktet bliver uddrevet af beholderen gennem nålen, kendetegnet ved, at kittem omfatter:
- en husaggregat med hovedsagelig cylindrisk form (300), omfattende:
  - en øvre hussamling (100),
  - en nedre hussamling (200), hvor mindst en af øvre og nedre hussamlinger er indrettet til at optage en del af beholderen, hvilken beholder kan bevæges, når den er optaget inde den mindst ene af øvre og nedre hussamlinger, mellem en udgangsposition, i hvilken en spids på nålen ikke strækker sig ud over en distal ende af den nedre hussamling, og i hvilken beholderen er i en af en passiv tilstand og en aktiv tilstand, til en indføringsposition, som distalt er i afstand i forhold til udgangspositionen, og i hvilken nålens spids strækker sig ud over den nedre hussamlings distale ende, idet bevægelse af beholderen ud af sin første position hindres, når beholderen er i sin passive tilstand, og tillades, når beholderen er i sin aktive tilstand, og
  - midler (110, 210) til at forbinde det øvre hus og det nedre hus med hinanden, og
  - et sikkerhedsskjold (10) kobot til en af øvre og nedre hussamlinger for bevægelse mellem en første position og en anden position, i hvilken nålens spids ikke strækker sig ud over en distal ende af sikkerhedsskjoldet, idet sikkerhedsskjoldets (10) bevægelse ud af sin første position sætter beholderen (50) i dens aktive tilstand, hvilket sikkerhedsskjold (10) kan bevæges til sin anden position, når be-
holderen (50) er i sin indføringsposition, hvilket sikkerhedsskjold (10) er fastgjort
mod proksimal bevægelse, når det er i sin anden position, og
- et nåleskjold (2), som er koblet til en af øvre og nedre husamling og dækker
nåløen (6) forud for anvendelse af indretningen, idet fjernelse af nåleskjoldet er
med begrænset eller ingen rotation af nåleskjoldet.

23. Kit ifølge krav 22, kendte egnet ved, at kittet yderligere omfatter midler til
at bære mindst en af den øvre husamling og den nedre husamling, hvilke bære
remidler (410, 510) bære denne ene af øvre husamling og nedre husamling i en
forudbestemt orientering.